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Abstract 

The purpose of this essay is, from a narratological point of view and also by employing 

film adaptation theory, to compare the novel The Golden Compass to its film adaptation 

and examine the narrative elements they have in common and those that are distinct for 

each medium. The aim is also to critically comment on these elements and to discuss to 

what extent the changes made affect the story and how it is perceived. 

The analysis that I have carried out shows that changes have been made regarding the 

plot order, i.e. sequences have been moved around or even removed in the film 

adaptation.  The portrayal of the characters differs as well; some characters have been 

condensed while others have been extended to fit into the new frame of narrative. There 

are also differences in pacing between the original work and the adaptation. However, 

the changes do not affect the perception of the story and the story works very well in the 

new narrative structure.  
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1. Introduction: Aim and method 

In 1995, Philip Pullman‟s fantasy novel Northern Lights was published, the first novel in the 

trilogy called His Dark Materials. The second novel The Subtle Knife was released in 1997 

and the third and last in the trilogy The Amber Spyglass appeared in 2000. Interest in Northern 

Lights increasingly grew over the years as the novel was translated into more than 30 different 

languages and it sold over 16 million copies. During the past ten years, the novel has been 

awarded many prizes and it has reached great popularity all over the world. Though His Dark 

Materials is a novel series for young people, it is also much appreciated among adult readers. 

This is reflected very well in the fact that Philip Pullman was awarded The Whitbread Award 

in 2001 which usually is an award for “adult” books. 

When Northern Lights was released in the USA in 1996, the title was changed to The Golden 

Compass which is probably the title most recognized in the world today thanks to the movie 

from 2007 with the same name. When the movie was under production the interest in the 

novel was reawakened and many new readers discovered The Golden Compass. The movie 

was directed by Chris Weitz who also wrote the screenplay. It was nominated for several 

Academy Awards and won an Oscar for Best Achievement in Visual Effects.  

The purpose of this essay is to compare the novel to its film adaptation and to examine and 

critically comment on narrative elements that they have in common and those that are distinct 

for each medium. When a novel is adapted for film, changes are made and the story is re-

written to suit the film medium. A question that arises is how much a story can change before 

it is seen as a totally new story? Moreover, what happens when narrative elements are added 

or deleted to fit into the film adaptation‟s narrative structure? To what extent do these changes 

affect the story and the way it is perceived? These questions will be discussed from a 
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narratological point of view in this essay. The critical approach of this essay will thus include 

film adaptation theory which often employs terminology taken from narratology. Prior to the 

analysis and discussion, a plot summary of The Golden Compass is presented. 

 

Plot summary 

The Golden Compass takes place in a parallel world where human souls are embodied with 

animals called daemons. The main character in The Golden Compass is the young orphan girl 

Lyra who lives in Jordan College in Oxford where she is cared for and schooled by the 

professors of the College. Every now and then her uncle, Lord Asriel comes to visit; he is a 

scientist who frequently travels. When the reader is first introduced to Lyra she and her 

daemon Pan are hiding in a closet to eavesdrop on a meeting where Lord Asriel tells the 

Jordan College Scholars about his findings in the North. It is during this meeting that Lyra for 

the first time hears about dust and she immediately understands that it has great importance.  

During a period of time, children have disappeared from Jordan and rumor has it that an 

organization run by “The Gobblers” is behind the disappearances. Lyra is convinced that dust 

has something to do with the children being taken and when her best friend Roger disappears 

she swears to find him.  

One day a mysterious woman, Mrs. Coulter, comes to visit Jordan. Her daemon is a golden 

monkey. Mrs. Coulter decides to bring Lyra on her journey to the North as her assistant. 

Before leaving Oxford, the Master of Jordan gives Lyra a gift. It is a golden compass, an 

alethiometer, and he instructs her to be very careful with it and never show it to anyone. The 

alethiometer can only be understood by a few people and when read correctly it tells the truth 

and it can see into the future and beyond the world Lyra lives in. 
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Mrs. Coulter takes Lyra to London. When Lyra discovers that Mrs. Coulter is head of The 

Gobblers she escapes from her apartment and is rescued by a group of Gyptians who are on a 

mission to save the children taken by The Gobblers. The Gyptians bring Lyra on their journey 

towards a place called Bolvangar. On the way they stop at Trollesund where they meet the 

aeronaut Lee Scoresby and the armored ice bear Iorek, who will both play important roles in 

the plot. 

Lyra and her companions embark on their dangerous journey to Bolvangar. In an ambush 

Lyra is captured and brought to the Bolvangar station where she finally meets Roger again. 

While Lyra is spying on the staff of Bolvangar she is caught. In the very last second Mrs. 

Coulter enters and saves Lyra from being separated from Pan. Lyra starts a fire and during the 

chaos she and the children escape from the station. There is a terrible fight outside the 

Bolvangar station where the children are rescued and taken care of by the Gyptians and Lyra, 

Iorek and Roger fly away with Lee Scoresby in his balloon.  Lyra is thrown out of the balloon 

and captured by the Svalbard ice bears that bring her to their king Iofur. In a combat between 

Iorek and Iofur Iorek wins and becomes the new king of the Svalbard bears. Lyra, Iorek and 

Roger set off to where Lord Asriel is. In an attempt to reach another world that lies beyond 

the Aurora, Asriel wants to build a bridge of dust and for this he needs a child. Roger is that 

child and due to Asriel‟s plan Roger dies. The novel ends with Lyra and Pan crossing the 

bridge over to the other world. 

This is the main story outline in both the book and the film. In order to answer what sets one 

apart from the other I will be applying concepts from adaptation theory. What follows is an 

overview of the critical terms that are relevant to this study. 
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Adaptation: Background and definitions  

Adaptations can be made from a various number of works of art such as paintings, poems or 

even sculptures. In her book A Theory of Adaptation: Linda Hutcheon gives a short 

description of what adaptation is:  

 An acknowledged transposition of a recognizable other work or works 

 A creative and an interpretive act of appropriation/salvaging 

 An extended intertextual engagement with the adapted work  

(8, italics in original) 

According to Hutcheon, adaptation is a double process in the sense that it is first a question of 

interpreting the original work and then creating something new from that interpretation (20). 

Hutcheon also discusses the fact that adaptations from novel to film often result in deletion 

and contraction of certain elements from the original work (19, 36). This reworking process is 

also commented on by Robert Stam in Literature and Film: A Guide to the Theory and 

Practice of Film Adaptation with regards to characters. He states that characters often are 

added, eliminated or condensed in adaptations (34). In Novel to Film: An Introduction to the 

Theory of Adaptation Brian McFarlane offers a definition on what he calls transfer and 

adaptation proper. He says that when making an adaptation one needs to distinguish the 

difference between what elements of the novel that can be directly transferred from the 

original work to the adaptation and what requires adaptation (13). These issues will be further 

discussed in the analysis of both novel and film in the essay. 
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Stam also considers the different phases of film making (7, 17) as well as the complicated 

process of film production and this aspect is discussed in Film Adaptation too (42). The 

process of writing and the publication of a novel involve perhaps a handful of people whereas 

the production of a film involves several hundred people. In the extra material included in the 

DVD version of The Golden Compass, director Chris Weitz mentions that about 500 people 

worked in making the film.  

A central issue when discussing adaptations is the question of fidelity and “violation”. Such 

terms are often used when criticizing film adaptations and in the comparison between the 

original work and the remake the evaluative focus lies on whether the remake is faithful and 

true to the original or whether the original work has been “violated”, “vulgarized” or 

“distorted”. Film adaptations are often seen as inferior while novels are superior regarding 

narrative structure. Additionally, the fact that literature is an older art form renders it higher 

status in the eyes of many critics. Robert Stam calls this reasoning biased and claims that film 

is a new narratological medium that needs to be evaluated separately and on its own merits 

(Stam & Raengo 2005:3ff).  Linda Hutcheon also points out that film adaptations are likely to 

unfairly be seen as minor or less valuable than the original work (2006: XII).  

 

Narratology: Terms and Definitions  

According to Maria Nikolajeva, the critical emphasis of narratology is on the story or plot, the 

motive, the characters, the setting, the pacing and the narrator from which point of view the 

story is told. Nikolajeva states that focalization is a central issue when discussing narratology 

(172) as it functions as a lens through which the information must pass before reaching the 

reader. Focalization is strongly tied to the creation of characters in a story and it is a 

fundamental part of the story‟s viewpoint. The focalization of a story controls what and how 
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much information is being passed on to the reader and the type of focalization helps the reader 

to separate the narrator from the focalized character. Nikolajeva offers three different patterns 

of focalization: 

 Non-focalization or zero-focalization: the narrator sees and knows more 

than the focalized (for example what the other characters think) 

 External (outer) focalization: the narrator sees and knows less than the 

focalized (for example: the narrator does not know what the focalized is 

thinking, only what he can see) 

 Internal (inner) focalization: the narrator sees and knows just as much as 

the focalized 

(172, my translation) 

The focalization pattern in The Golden Compass is zero-focalization. The narrator in the 

novel provides the reader with information that the focalized character Lyra does not have.  

When discussing characters in a narrative, Nikolajeva makes distinctions between static and 

dynamic, flat and rounded characters (109ff). A static character does not change as the story 

develops while a dynamic character goes through a transformation. A flat character is a 

character that has only one quality, a one-dimensional character, and a rounded character is 

one who has several different qualities, both positive and negative. Rounded characters are 

multidimensional and complexly developed and the reader or viewer gets to know them well 

as the story develops.  

Other important aspects to consider when discussing narratology and its characteristics are the 

terms „story‟ and „plot‟, or „discourse‟. With regards to these terms, Peter Barry gives the 
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following explanation: “The story is the actual sequence of events as they happen, whereas 

the „plot‟ is those events as they are edited, ordered, packaged, and presented in what we 

recognise as a narrative.” (223). He continues by saying that „discourse‟ is often preferred to 

„plot‟ given that the term „discourse‟ covers the whole idea of „packaging‟ the narrative 

regarding style, viewpoint and pace whereas „plot‟ is a slightly narrower term. 

 

2. Analysis: The plot in Original vs. Adaptation  

Given the format of this essay, the focus of the analysis will lie on differences and similarities 

between the plot of the novel and the action of the film as well as distinctions regarding the 

portrayal of some of the main characters. When analyzing the novel and the film remake, it is 

evident that changes have been made in order to fit the novel‟s plot into the new 

narratological structure of the film adaptation. It is not my intention to try to evaluate whether 

the novel or the film is better than the other.  I will, however, discuss how the changes affect 

the meaning of the story. The discussion also includes a short analysis on the use of music as 

a narrative element in the film adaptation.  

As Linda Hutcheon mentions in A Theory of Adaptation a story‟s sequence of events can 

change in adaptations as well as a transformation in pacing or shift in focalization (11). In the 

film remake of The Golden Compass some major changes in the plot have been made in order 

to better suit the film narrative. To illustrate a difference in pacing one could use the episode 

where Lyra travels with the Gyptians on their boats as an example. In the novel the journey 

with the Gyptian boats is quite long and takes several days but in the film this episode has 

been compressed considerably. This change in pacing means that the Gyptians, who play a 

significant role in the novel, have become less important in the film remake. In the novel, the 

reader learns that the Gyptians have been watching over Lyra since she was a small child and 
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that Ma Costa helped raise Lyra as a baby. In contrast to the film, the account of the Gyptian 

culture and history is detailed and the system with the clans is well described in the novel. In 

the film remake the Gyptians‟ story is still central as in the novel, but the Gyptian characters 

have been considerably reduced and are not as complexly presented. They have been 

condensed as characters (Stam & Raengo 2005:34) and function more as a narrative element 

that helps forward Lyra‟s story.  

One quite fascinating and important part of the novel that has been removed from the story in 

the film is the episode where Lyra and Roger sneak into the crypt under Jordan College and 

discover the skulls of former Scholars with their daemons depicted on coins. Considering that 

this incident is not crucial to the rest of the story and that the film medium is restricted in time 

it is understandable that segments from the novel‟s plot have to be removed or condensed.  

Another part of the novel that is not present in the film remake is the episode at Bolvangar 

where Lyra, Roger and Billy Costa find the daemon cages at the back of the station where the 

kidnapped children are held and the witch Serafina Pekkala‟s daemon helps them to free all 

the daemons (Pullman 2007:226). In the novel this episode clearly shows Lyra‟s strong 

feelings towards her daemon and her intense hatred and disgust towards the people who are 

doing these horrible things to the children. In the film with its different possibilities of 

narrative devices, facial expressions, audio effects and dialogue are applied instead to portray 

Lyra‟s sentiments towards her daemon.   

The plot order has also been altered in the movie remake. In the novel, Lyra arrives at 

Bolvangar and frees the children before she turns up at the ice bears of Svalbard. In the film, 

these two events have switched places. This is possibly related to the fact that the endings of 

novel and film are so different. Throughout the film, suspense has been building up in the 

viewers‟ minds and a dramatic finale is expected. The fact that the film ends shortly after the 
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Bolvangar episode with the great fight between Gyptians and Tartars as a climactic 

denouement narratively requires a resolution quickly after.  

The pacing of these film sequences is much compressed as well. In the novel Lyra stays at 

Bolvangar for a few days but in the film the action all happens in only one day. In the 

sequence at the ice bear palace the human prisoners from the novel are gone and Lyra‟s stay 

there is very brief. The character of the mad prisoner has been eliminated in the film 

adaptation and therefore the narrative structure of the film is quite different than the novel. In 

the novel it is the mad prisoner who tells Lyra about Lord Asriel‟s whereabouts and also 

about Mrs. Coulter‟s connection to the ice bears. In the film, these events have been changed 

into a short glimpse of Lord Asriel being hunted and captured by Tartars, on orders from the 

Magisterium, and into conversations with Serafina Pekkala and Iorek where Lyra learns about 

Bolvangar, Trollesund and the ice bears. When Lyra spies on the staff at Bolvangar she learns 

that Lord Asriel is held captive and has built a lab in the North. The narrative of the events in 

the novel and the film are completely different but still the main story outlines of these 

episodes are quite in fidelity with each other. These narrative changes correspond well with 

McFarlane‟s claim that novel and film share the same story but they apply different plot 

strategies (1996:23). 

The film narrative has also expanded some of the characters to help tell the story of Lyra. In 

the novel the omniscient narrator easily solves problems that may occur in forwarding 

information to the reader but in view of the fact that a film does not have the same means to 

present details that are important to the story, other narrative strategies must be used. In the 

film adaptation, the men from the Church and the Magisterium function as highly significant 

narrators regarding Lyra‟s fate and Mrs. Coulter‟s intentions and in the film they have been 
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transformed into active characters with actual names and given lines designed to move the 

story forward. 

The largest and possibly the most evident aspects that differ between novel and film are the 

narratives‟ beginning and the end. In the beginning of the novel Lyra and Pan are moving 

through the college building to finally sneak into the Retiring Room closet and spy on the 

Scholars. The beginning of the film is quite different with a voice-over telling the viewer 

about Lyra‟s world at the same time as a view of Jordan College is presented. The voice 

belongs to Mrs. Coulter and I would say that this is a way of revealing her significance to the 

viewer. Then the camera moves quickly to Lyra at the creek where she is fighting with the 

Gyptian children. The use of a voice-over to introduce the audience to Lyra‟s world is a 

narrative technique which in this case is used to present the different social realities in Lyra‟s 

world where people live with their daemons and where the Church and the Magisterium rule.  

In my opinion, the beginning of the film is very fast and the viewer has to be very attentive 

from the first image in order to understand the plot. Lyra‟s world, dust, the daemons, the 

Scholars of Jordan College and the Magisterium are quickly introduced by the voice-over and 

I believe that people who have not read the novel before watching the film may find it 

difficult to grasp everything and understand how things are connected. However, the character 

of Lyra is effectively introduced and the film‟s presentation offers the viewer a clear idea of 

who she is. 

The endings of the novel and the film are very unlike each other. In the novel, Lyra and Pan 

are climbing the bridge of dust to an unknown world, leaving their familiar world behind and 

Roger is dead because of Lord Asriel‟s experiment. The film, on the other hand, ends with 

Lyra, Roger, Iorek and Lee Scoresby in the balloon flying away from the battle with the 

Tartars. In the film, they never get to Svalbard where Lord Asriel is and the viewer does not 
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know where they are heading either. This conclusion provides a typical happy ending where 

there is peace after the war and the world is in harmony again. However, this ending can be 

interpreted as an open-ended one where many questions are left unanswered and the need for 

a sequel is evoked. 

Regarding the end of novel and film, I would definitely say that the end of the film adaptation 

is surprisingly unexpected for those who have read the novel.  This is the biggest noticeable 

change made and judging from comments found on web fan pages probably the change that 

has caused most debate among fans of the novel. The decision to remove the last part of the 

novel and end the film with Lyra, Roger, Iorek and Lee in the hot air balloon can be regarded 

as a bold move by the filmmakers but a significant part of the original story from the novel is 

lost. From my point of view, some of the suspense from the novel is missing and when 

removing the fascinating account of Lord Asriel‟s work with dust, the movie ending appears a 

bit flat and less intriguing. It is possible that the choice to change the end of the film 

adaptation was made with the intention of making a sequel that would pick up the story where 

The Golden Compass left off. According to Wikipedia there were plans to produce a sequel to 

The Golden Compass but those plans have been put on hold due to financial issues. 

In the following section the adaptations of some of the main characters will be discussed and 

analyzed. Due to the limits of this essay‟s format I have chosen to concentrate on the 

characters that are, in my opinion, most essential to the story.  
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Main characters  

Lyra 

The most important and therefore the most interesting character to analyze is of course Lyra. 

The story of The Golden Compass is built on the character of Lyra and it is her journey, both 

geographical and inner, that carries the plot forward. She is in focus from the very first page 

in the novel and she remains in focus until the last page. This character focus remains in the 

film as well. Lyra appears in the opening scene and then she is present in almost every scene 

in the film.  

In the novel Lyra and her daemon are thoroughly introduced to the reader right away and the 

relationship between them becomes evident immediately. By using the conversation between 

the two and presenting their actions on the first pages of the novel, the author gives the reader 

an opportunity to get to know Lyra at once. Her character traits are shown in a straightforward 

way and she is portrayed as a curious child who is very eager to learn. She has a streak of 

recklessness in her that sometimes puts her in intricate situations and her daemon Pan 

functions as her conscience that provides a balance in their life. This is perfectly illustrated in 

the opening section of the novel when Lyra wants to spy on the Scholars and hide in the closet 

and Pan tries to persuade her not to do it but Lyra‟s curiosity is too strong. 

Though Lyra is somewhat of a mischievous child she always stands up for the people she 

cares about. That is why she runs out of the closet and knocks over the glass with the 

poisoned wine from Asriel‟s hand. At first he is angry with her but when he realizes that she 

has probably saved his life he asks her to return to the closet and observe the Scholars. This 

shows that even though she is only a child, Lord Asriel has confidence in her. Her dedicated 

faithfulness and sense of moral responsibility is also shown when Roger and Lyra sit on the 
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roof of Jordan College talking about The Gobblers. Lyra solemnly swears to come and find 

Roger if he should be taken by the Gobblers and as the novel proceeds she keeps her promise 

to her best friend. 

Since the film medium does not have the same means to introduce a character as a novel, the 

filmmakers have to find another approach and in this case the choice made was to change the 

plot order and start the film with Lyra fighting with the town children. By doing this, her 

feisty and bold personality is rapidly established. The episode at the gate of Jordan College 

where she dares the Gyptian child to enter shows her intelligence and fantasy as well as her 

talent for fabricating lies when needed. These are primary traits of Lyra‟s character and by 

introducing her in this situation, the movie viewer immediately gets to know her and the film 

is able to portray Lyra in a manner that is effective and clear. This matches well with what 

McFarlane says about “transfer” and adaptation. The introduction of the characters is an 

aspect that cannot be directly transferred (1996:13). In the narrative structure of a novel, the 

character can be carefully described with details about appearance and inner qualities as well 

as information about the past. All this can be presented in the very beginning of the novel 

while in a film small portions of the character have to be distributed on different occasions. It 

is not possible to introduce a character in the same detailed way in a film. Other ways of 

presenting a character have to be utilized to fit the narrative structure of a film.  

In the novel, the story is told by an omniscient narrator who knows more than the characters 

do (McFarlane 18, Stam & Raengo 39). This narrator never appears in the story and remains 

anonymous throughout the novel even though the narrator on more than one occasion 

addresses the reader and reveals important information. In view of the fact that the narrator in 

the novel is omniscient, the reader sees Lyra through the narrator‟s eyes and in order to guide 

the story forward, much information about Lyra is revealed by the other characters. On more 
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than one occasion, it is evident that the reader of the novel knows more about Lyra and her 

destiny than Lyra does. Hutcheon points out that showing a story is much different than 

telling a story and though the omniscient narrator is not present at all in the film, information 

about Lyra is still told in the form of speech and actions or by using visual or audio effects. 

An example of this is in the beginning of the film when Lyra dares Billy to enter through the 

gate at Jordan College and she mentions her father. Billy replies that he has heard that Lyra is 

an orphan and by this exchange of words the viewer gets information about Lyra‟s 

background. Another example is when Lyra meets the polar bear Iorek for the first time. Her 

respect and admiration as well as her disappointment are clearly portrayed in the scene just by 

using speech.  

In regards to revealing Lyra‟s emotions and sentiments, the narrator in the novel has the 

freedom to disclose Lyra‟s innermost feelings and thoughts in a direct way but in a film 

adaptation other methods have to be used. Linda Hutcheon states: 

 The performance mode teaches us that language is not the only way to

 express meaning or to relate stories. Visual and gestural representations

 are rich in complex associations; music offers aural “equivalents” for characters‟

 emotions and, in turn, provokes affective responses in the audience; sound, in 

 general, can enhance, reinforce, or even contradict the visual and verbal 

 aspects. (23) 

Further discussion on audio and music and its effects on the narrative will be offered in the 

soundtrack section. 

Even though Lyra is only a child and not fully developed as a mature person she can be 

considered a rounded character given that she has many different traits (Nikolajeva 2004:34). 
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She is however contradictory in her behavior. She is a loving child, strong, brave and faithful 

to her friends but she is also someone who easily tells lies and makes up stories, a quality that 

usually is regarded as negative but in this story it often turns out to be a strength.  

Lyra qualifies as a dynamic character as she develops throughout the story, in both novel and 

film. Her most central traits of character, her courage and curiosity, are present from the very 

beginning and they do not change, but there are other aspects in her personality that grow as 

the story moves forward. When the story begins, Lyra is quite impulsive and impatient and 

often acts before thinking. Towards the end of the novel, everything that she has experienced 

has made her more pensive and she starts to see herself in a new light: “[s]he must seem a 

little prattling cub, only just past babyhood, in the eyes of an armored bear. She had seldom 

considered herself before, and found the experience interesting but uncomfortable […] 

(Pullman 2007:183). This pensive side of Lyra does not quite materialize in the film and is 

one of the biggest differences between novel and film regarding her portrayal. 

 

Mrs. Coulter  

Mrs. Coulter is a very central character in The Golden Compass though she is not actually 

present in that many passages. This is also reflected by the fact that the high profile actress 

Nicole Kidman was cast for the role of Mrs. Coulter. In both the novel and the film she first 

appears at the dinner party at Jordan College and Lyra, used to being around men all the time, 

is immediately captivated by Mrs. Coulter‟s glamorous appearance. However, Mrs. Coulter 

and her golden monkey daemon are described to the reader prior to her actual entrance in 

Lyra‟s life. The narrator reveals to the reader that Mrs. Coulter is involved with the 

disappearances of the children at an early stage in the novel: 
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A lady in a long yellow-red fox-fur coat, a beautiful young lady whose dark hair 

falls, shining delicately, under the shadow of her fur-lined hood, is standing in 

the doorway of the oratory, half a dozen steps above him. […] The young lady‟s 

daemon is moving out from beside the fox-fur coat. He is in the form of a 

monkey, but no ordinary monkey: hid fur is long and silky and of the most deep 

and lustrous gold. With sinuous movements he inches down the steps towards 

the boy, and sits a step above him. […] He‟s lost already. He was lost the 

moment his slow-witted daemon hopped onto the monkey‟s hand. He follows 

the beautiful young lady and the golden monkey down Denmark Street and 

along to Hangman‟s Wharf, and down King George‟s Steps to a little green door 

in the side of a tall warehouse. […] Tony will never come out […] and he will 

never see his mother again. (Pullman 2007:37f) 

In the film, the golden monkey is used as a narrative device to reveal Mrs. Coulter‟s evil 

agenda as well, but the plot has been altered a little. In the film it is Roger and Billy Costa 

who are taken by The Gobblers and the golden monkey appears in that scene, disclosing Mrs. 

Coulter‟s involvement to the viewer. The revelation that Mrs. Coulter is an evil woman who 

kidnaps children adds suspense for both readers of the novel and viewers of the film. It offers 

a sense of being invested in the story as this information is not passed on to all of the 

characters. The narratological strategy of revealing information that a main character does not 

know is an effective method to seize hold of the reader or viewer. 

Initially Mrs. Coulter appears to be an agreeable and charming woman with a sharp intellect 

and she takes very good care of Lyra but at the same time she is portrayed as a determined 

and rather cold hearted person who rarely reveals her feelings and she is clearly used to 

getting her way in all situations. Her golden monkey daemon reflects the characteristics of 
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Mrs. Coulter. In the film, the scene where the monkey holds Pan under the dinner table has 

been added to show that Mrs. Coulter and her daemon are not just ordinary guests at Jordan. 

The episode shows Mrs. Coulter‟s strong will and determination and it reflects Pan‟s aversion 

to the golden monkey. Pan is clearly uncomfortable and tries to get away but the monkey 

won‟t let go. At the same time Mrs. Coulter reveals a secret to Lyra in order to gain her trust. 

This reveals Mrs. Coulter‟s double nature in a very effective way and it gives the viewer a 

sense of suspicion. This movie episode is not in the novel.  

Mrs. Coulter‟s willpower and severity is unmistakably displayed in both novel and film in the 

scene after the cocktail party where Lyra does not want to leave her shoulder bag in her room. 

It is not until Lyra does what Mrs. Coulter tells her that the golden monkey lets go of Pan. 

Instantly after Lyra has obeyed Mrs. Coulter is pleased and acts calm and collected again 

(Pullman 2007:76ff). 

The double nature that Mrs. Coulter exhibits from the beginning of the novel continues all the 

way to the end of The Golden Compass. Though she is portrayed as cruel and is in charge of 

kidnapping children she also has a yielding and emotional side to her. At Bolvangar, it is Mrs. 

Coulter who saves Lyra from being severed and her feelings are clearly described when she 

finds Lyra and Pan in the intercision cages. The idea of Lyra being severed horrifies Mrs. 

Coulter and she tugs Lyra out of the cage. 

Since Mrs. Coulter shows different feelings and is not all evil, she qualifies as a rounded 

character according to Maria Nikolajeva‟s definition (2004:110). She is a fully developed 

character with many different traits and her actions are sometimes difficult to predict. To 

show Mrs. Coulter‟s ability of being affectionate as well as her callous and cruel side, a scene 

was added to the film remake that is not in the novel. The scene is where Mrs. Coulter sits and 

looks at a picture of Lyra wondering where she is and the golden monkey is trying to catch 
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her attention. The daemon finally thumps the picture from Mrs. Coulter‟s hands and she 

becomes furious with him. She strikes her daemon who starts sobbing and the next instant 

Mrs. Coulter picks up the monkey in her arms and comforts him. The scene was written by 

Philip Pullman and in the DVD extra material Pullman says that this scene perfectly portrays 

Mrs. Coulter‟s nature and that it would have fitted very well in the novel as well. 

Even though Mrs. Coulter does not change much throughout the story and stays more or less 

the same from beginning to end, she is what Nikolajeva calls a dynamic character (2004:109). 

Because Mrs. Coulter functions as Lyra‟s enemy, it is crucial that she holds a fixed 

oppositional position. She needs to be introduced and remain in a certain manner to maintain 

her narrative function. Still, she shows both good and bad qualities and her actions are not all 

evil or kind. The character of Mrs. Coulter is complex and therefore she qualifies as a 

dynamic character. The fact that Mrs. Coulter is eventually revealed as Lyra‟s mother adds 

suspense and interest to her character and her actions. Both readers of the novel and viewers 

of the film are left with questions concerning what drives Mrs. Coulter and what her purpose 

is regarding Lyra. She is definitely not an ordinary mother and it is difficult to understand her. 

She has been given contradictory qualities and her effect on Lyra‟s life is considerable. 

 

The daemons  

Another central narrative element in The Golden Compass is the role of the daemons. As the 

novel is a fantasy novel there are certain fictitious elements included in the plot and the most 

apparent are the daemons. The humans in the world of The Golden Compass are always 

accompanied by their daemons which take shape as different animals. These daemons are the 

humans‟ souls which can communicate with their “owners”. When needed, children‟s 

daemons can change shape, but they are always a kind of animal. The adult daemons cannot 
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change shapes. The bond between humans and their daemons is incredibly strong and a 

human and his or her daemon cannot be too far apart. When the distance is too great they both 

undergo a sense of pain and distress. 

Given that the daemons are not characters that can exist on their own it may be difficult to 

analyze them from a traditional set of criteria but because the daemons are essential to the 

story they cannot be left unmentioned. In the extra material to the DVD Philip Pullman 

reveals that the daemons were not originally in the novel but when he had written the first 

lines of the novel and read them he felt that there was something missing, thus the daemons 

were introduced. It is interesting to think about The Golden Compass without daemons. From 

my point of view, the story would lose an important narrative element and I don‟t think that 

the novel would have been so successful without the daemons. The narrative device that the 

daemons provide is such a central part of the story.  They help forward the action and they 

offer a more intimate portrait of the human characters. Thanks to Lyra‟s interaction with her 

daemon she becomes easier for the reader to understand and connect to.  

Applying Nikolajeva‟s method of analysis to the daemons is difficult as they are not actual 

characters. What is interesting to discuss however, is how the nature and the mentality of the 

characters in the story is reflected in the daemons. Lord Asriel‟s daemon Stelmaria, who is 

one of the few daemons with a name by the way, commands respect and is elegant and bold as 

is Lord Asriel. Pan functions as Lyra‟s calmer and more pensive side and he provides a more 

cautious aspect of her life. One could argue that Lyra and Pan in a sense are each other‟s 

opposites but still the bond between them is so strong and they absolutely rely on each other 

all the time. 

The fact that Lyra is still a child is probably the reason why she and Pan at times seem as 

opposites. As Lyra is a young teenager, between childhood and adulthood, her mind and traits 
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of character are still changing and she is not yet completely sure of whom she is and this is 

reflected in her relationship with Pan. Mrs. Coulter‟s golden monkey also shares traits with 

his master and the unique narrative element that signifies the daemons offers an extra 

dimension to the story. When Philip Pullman created the daemons he invented a 

narratological component that adds depth and further meaning to the characters and the story. 

In the adaptation the film makers have succeeded in portraying the daemons. The animated 

action is skillfully done and the film absolutely shows the different personalities of the 

daemons. 

 

Soundtrack  

Along with the animated action of the film, the film‟s soundtrack can be considered an 

obvious adaptation device. The music in The Golden Compass was composed by Alexandre 

Desplat and the musical themes vary from serious and epic to childish and playful. Given the 

fact that the leading role is a child the music in The Golden Compass is much different from 

the music used in other epic fantasy films such as Lord of the Rings and Star Wars (DVD 

extra material). The world where Lyra lives is completely different from our world and in 

order to depict Lyra‟s universe various musical themes are used. One could say that the music 

helps to create a whole new world for the viewer.  

As mentioned earlier, Lyra is a complex character and to emphasize her multidimensional 

personality Desplat created three different musical themes for her. The first theme connected 

to Lyra is the one in the beginning of the film when she is running by the water with her 

friends. The music is shaped to reflect Lyra‟s life at Jordan, where there is a lot of playing and 

laughing. The theme portrays a fun world without rules where she feels safe and happy. 

Lyra‟s second theme is when she is with Roger. Seeing that Lyra‟s friendship to Roger is the 
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least complicated relationship in the film this theme is light and happy. Lyra and Roger‟s 

theme is heard every time they are together, even at Bolvangar which in fact is a dangerous 

situation. The third of Lyra‟s themes is played when she shows great strength and courage, for 

example when she rides Iorek and when she faces the Tartar army outside of Bolvangar. This 

theme is much more dramatic and darker than the others and it adds suspense to what is 

happening in the film.  

All the different places in the film; Bolvangar, the ice bear palace, Trollesund, have their own 

themes designed to reinforce the ambiance in the film. The Gyptians, the Tartars and the 

Samoyeds have their musical themes as well. In order to reflect the cultural aspects of these 

people different ethnic elements were included in the music. Even the alethiometer has its 

own musical theme. The theme connected to it was made to be mystical and to offer a sense 

of magic, aspects closely associated to the alethiometer. To create the desired feeling the 

resonance of Tibetan bowls were used (DVD extra material). 

As a narrative device in a film, music is essential and it has the power to change how the 

viewer perceives the story. The music in The Golden Compass helps to tell the story of Lyra 

and it reinforces the viewer‟s sentiments and understanding of the story. Every aspect of the 

story is emphasized by the music and it can be said to have the function of an omniscient 

narrator. This corresponds with what Linda Hutcheon says about using audio effects. It is a 

central aspect that helps to express meaning and relate stories (2006:20).  
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3. Summary and conclusion 

Since narrative is not specific to any one medium but only takes different shapes it is 

fascinating to compare an original work and an adaptation, attempting to find similarities and 

differences, but also to discover the choices made when telling the story. As suggested in the 

essay‟s introduction, the construction of an adaptation involves the necessity of making 

changes to fit the story in the new narrative and turning the story into something new. There 

are elements that cannot be transferred or adapted and though novel and film share the same 

story they apply different plot strategies. McFarlane (1996:29) mentions the distinction 

between telling and presenting a story and needless to say, an adaptation requires adjustments.  

There is a clear difference in pacing between the novel The Golden Compass and the film 

adaptation, but although the events pass at a much higher pace in the film the central aspects 

of the story are basically the same. The quicker portrayal of time in the adaptation means that 

some of the characters become condensed in comparison to the novel, but changes are needed 

to stay within the ordinary time frame of films. 

The meaning of the story has not changed and the characters in the adaptation are well 

presented and recognizable from the novel. From a narratological perspective the characters 

are also comparable. Characters that are rounded and dynamic in the novel are portrayed in 

the same way in the adaptation. A slight difference is however noticeable concerning Mrs. 

Coulter and Lord Asriel. Mrs. Coulter is more present in the film than in the novel and 

regarding Lord Asriel the situation is the opposite. He appears more frequently in the novel 

but in the adaptation his role has been reduced. Both characters are still important in guiding 

the viewer through the story and their function in the plot is still central. These alterations do 

not change the perception of the two characters or the perception of the plot. 
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The portrayal of Lyra in the adaptation is well made and her character traits and sentiments 

are clearly depicted. I believe that readers of the novel can easily recognize Lyra and her 

importance to the plot is as significant as in the novel. The interpretation of her character lies 

close to the original work and the focalization is the same in both novel and film.  

The adaptation is an exciting story where the visual depiction of the daemons holds high 

standard. Considering that the daemons are so much more than talking animals it is crucial 

that the animated action matches the live action in the film and I believe that the film makers 

have accomplished this objective in a very satisfactory manner.  

Seeing that the novel is 350 pages long and that the film medium has limitations regarding 

time it is logical that characters and events are reduced or removed. After all, adaptation is not 

translation. The process of writing a film script to an adaptation means interpreting the 

original work and then creating something new and it also involves decisions about what to do 

and what not to do in the film. The changes made in the film adaptation The Golden Compass 

are acceptable and needed and I believe that the story works very well in the new narrative 

structure.  
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